Leader’s
Guide
These passages help
your kids explore
the nitty-gritty
challenges they meet
every day at school
and home. Help your
kids focus, follow
them closely, and
help them explore
God’s Word and
discover God’s love.

Matthew 6:19-34
Sermon on the Mount:
Money & Possessions

Week 12

Exploring Supplies
■ Bibles
■ Discovery Guides
■ Eureka! DVD or CD
■ Class Relics
■ DVD or CD player
■ Pens and markers
■ Before you explore,
check out the back
page for some
expedition extras.

■ Kick off class and get in the exploring mood. Listen to Break Dancing Is Part of
the Game in Sir Neil’s Audio Journal of Feats and Braveness.
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Remember Verse
■ Play the verse video for Romans 15:13.
■ Ask for volunteers to try and say the verse from memory.
■ “I pray that God, the source of hope, will fill you completely with joy and
peace because you trust in him. Then you will overflow with confident hope
through the power of the Holy Spirit.” Romans 15:13 (NLT)
■ Got wiggly kids? Need an active option after watching the video? Check out the
Remember Verse activities on FoundryLeader.com.
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What’s That Word?
■
■
■
■
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Decode the words in the Discovery Guide (DG) individually or as a class.
Decoded words are joy, confident, and master.
Invite a kid or adult to read the definition for each word.
Invite kids to ask questions or share anything else they know about these words.

Peaks and Pitfalls
■ Invite kids to share something not so great (pitfall) and something great (peak)
that happened this past week.
■ Pray together.
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Hear It
■ Invite kids to prepare themselves to listen to the passage.
■ Have an adult read the Eureka! Bible Passage on page 3.
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Tell It

Scene Snap or Mold Me

■ As a class, choose one of these two Tell It methods to tell the story.
■ Instructions for each are on page 4.
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Embrace It
■ Invite kids to quietly read and reflect on the passage on their own using the
Eureka! Bible Passage or their own Bible.
■ After 3-5 minutes of quiet reflection, invite a student or leader to read the Eureka!
Bible Passage out loud again.
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What’s Happening in the Bible?
■ Read Philippians 4:4-9 (page 3).
■ What do you see in Philippians that connects with the Matthew passage?
■ What “extras” are in the Philippians passage that aren’t in Matthew 6?
■ Paul wrote this to the church in Philippi. Based on his words, what do you
think the people of Philippi were experiencing? Why do you think they would
need to hear this? How would it have helped or encouraged them?
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What’s This Say about Us?
■ Explore what the passage says about us.
■ How are you similar to the people in the crowd listening to Jesus or the people who read this letter from Paul? Why do we need to hear these words?
■ What does it mean to guard our hearts? How is that possible?
■ What bad habits start up when you worry? How can Jesus help?
■ What sorts of things seem to control you more than you want them to? Money? Having nice stuff? Other people? Do you find any help in these passages?
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Record Your Discovery
■ Discovery Relic (on page 4 of the DG)
■ Discuss faith discoveries made today.
■ Give kids time to record a faith discovery
on their own relic.
■ Class Relic (in Expedition Resources)
■ As a class, pick a memorable faith discovery from the last two weeks.
■ Write or draw this discovery on the Class
Relic. Attach it to the Relic Wall Poster.
■ Close in prayer.
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What's Happening
in the Bible?
Philippians 4:4-9 (NLT)
Always be full of joy in the Lord. I say it
again—rejoice! 5 Let everyone see that you are
considerate in all you do. Remember, the Lord
is coming soon.
4

Matthew 6:19-34
Eureka! Bible Passage

A. Jesus saw crowds following Him. He went
up on the side of a mountain and sat down
and began teaching them.
B. Do not gather up wealth here on earth
where moths can eat your lovely clothes,
rust can destroy your precious metals, and
thieves can break in and steal all you have
gathered.
Instead, set your treasures in heaven. For
where your treasure is, your heart will be.
You can’t serve two masters. You can’t
serve God and money at the same time.
C. Do not worry about what you will eat,
drink, or wear. The Lord knows you need
all of these things.

Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray
about everything. Tell God what you need, and
thank him for all he has done. 7 Then you will
experience God’s peace, which exceeds anything we can understand. His peace will guard
your hearts and minds as you live in Christ
Jesus.
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And now, dear brothers and sisters, one final
thing. Fix your thoughts on what is true, and
honorable, and right, and pure, and lovely, and
admirable. Think about things that are excellent and worthy of praise. 9 Keep putting into
practice all you learned and received from
me—everything you heard from me and saw
me doing. Then the God of peace will be with
you.
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D. Look at the birds. They do not store up
food, but your heavenly Father takes care
of them. And you are far more important
than birds!
E. Look at the flowers. They do not work hard
to have clothes. And even King Solomon
with all of his wealth did not have clothes
as beautiful as the flowers. Flowers are
here today and wilt tomorrow. God cares
for you more than flowers!
F. Do not worry by saying things like, “What
will we eat?” or “What will we drink?” or
“What will we wear?” Do not be like the
unbelievers who run after all of those
things. Your heavenly Father knows you
need them.
G. So seek first His kingdom, and His righteousness, and all of the things you need
will be given to you as well. Therefore, do
not worry about tomorrow.
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Before You
Explore
Like subscribing to Parahang-gliding Adventures
Magazine, explorers do
things a little differently.
That’s why we put this
Before You Explore section
on the very last page.
We know you
understand.
Expedition Tips are
on the right and
Tell It instructions
are down below.
Now tighten your
torso rope and
explore on!

Expedition Tips
■ Next week begins the Summer 2020 quarter with 15
lessons to take you through the end of August. Yes,
it’s summer already!
■ 2 and 4. Those are good numbers to remember in
Eureka! We explore each passage of Scripture for
2 lessons, and each Remember Verse sticks around
for 4 lessons. So, starting next week, we’ll dive into
a new passage of Scripture, but we’ll still have our
Remember Verse, Romans 15:13, by our side for a
couple more weeks of exploring.
■ Start a Eureka! journal. Take notes on what kids
share during Peaks and Pitfalls. Follow up with
them later. They’ll love that you remembered. Write
down faith discoveries made, fun memories, and
important moments in your expeditions. Celebrate
and remember all that God has done.
■ You’ve made it through another quarter of Eureka!
We’d love to hear how it went. Email us through
“Ask the Editor” on FoundryLeader.com or join our
Facebook group, Eureka! Kids Curriculum Teachers
& Leaders.

Scene Snap

Mold Me

Re-create a snapshot of three different scenes
from the passage.

Kids will “sculpt” their peers into three different
scenes from the passage.

1. As a class, discuss how to best divide the
story into three main scenes to illustrate the
entire passage.

1. As a class, discuss how to best divide the
story into three main scenes.

2. Make a note of what will be in each scene so
you don’t forget.
3. Select someone for each role needed. You
can even cast some actors to act as props.
4. Begin with the first scene. Kids who aren’t
acting can give ideas for positioning the actors and evaluate the scene to make sure it’s
accurate.
5. After final tweaks and the scene is set, take a
picture of the scene with a phone or tablet.
6. Move on to the next two scenes. Use the
same actors for the primary roles, but swap
out prop actors if more kids want to join in.
7. After scene snapping your three scenes, look
over the pictures together. Celebrate your
success!
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2. Choose 2-3 kids to be the “clay” and 1-2 kids
to be the “sculptors.” The clay stands up
front, hands to their side, with as little facial
expression as possible. Sculptors stand next
to them.
3. Discuss the first scene—what is happening
in this scene and what pose the characters
should be in. As ideas are decided upon,
sculptors position the clay, moving arms and
legs. They can even adjust facial expressions.
Clay should allow themselves to be sculpted
and hold those positions until moved.
4. Two important rules for sculptors:
• Be gentle and respectful of the clay actors.
• Do not create poses that are uncomfortable to hold for a long time.
5. Once a scene is created, applaud, snap a
picture, and move on to the next scene.

Scripture quotations marked (NLT) are taken from the Holy Bible, New Living Translation, copyright ©1996, 2004, 2015 by Tyndale House Foundation. Used by permission of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,
Carol Stream, Illinois 60188. All rights reserved.

